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maximalLyagunov~g~,~is,aL~~ovscalingfactarDof A such&at 
the range of AD + DAr is of mxsimd &mm. We investigate _pro_perties of 
m&d Lyamov scaling fhchs, and apply them in proving a chracterization for 
blo&~Lyapunov~y~matricesint~ofLyapunov 
~senistabilitydthe~~~.The~~~tisusedtopaove~a 
bkdc khngdar matdx is Lyapuuov diagonally semistable if and only if every 2X2 
b.lodt prbA&d subnaau”ir of it is Lyapunov diagodly !semsxbIe* 
A squam cxxnpbx II&%X is (positive) stabb if its spectrwn tiss in the 
open right haIf plane. Lyapunov characterized &e stable matrices by proving 
atrix A is stable if and only if there exists a positive 
matrix H such AH + HA* is positive definite. Y&t is 
matrices are often called Lag s&N. The qecific CGSP whke the 
matrix M &ove ican be chosen to be diagonal plays an important role in 
edh by the cl?1 grant No. 
variom disciplines and has motivated a rich mathematical literature. We call 
asquaredmatrhALylpwloo~skxble[L 
smktubk] if there exists a positive definite diagonal 
~yapunov scaling j&&r of A, such that the matrix AD + DAT is po&ive 
definite [positive semidefimte]. The pmblexu of &racterizing Lwpunov 
diagonal sexI6skMity is in general hard9 
III this paper we discuss Lyapunov diagonally semi@able mat&es. For a 
givensuch~~AwedefineamarsimalLyapunwscalingfactorafAtobe 
RLYaPuIIOY~factorDofAsucbthatthe~ofAD+DATis~ 
maximal dimension. The latter range is called the Lyapunov range of A. In 
Section 3 we prove several interest& properties of maximal Lyapunov 
scaling factors. For example, we show that if D,, is a ma&nal Lyapunov 
scaling factor of A d if D is any other Lyapunov scaling factor of A, then 
the range of AD + DAT is contained in the range of AD, + DoA< Also, the 
matrixD,+D~armrudmalLyapunovs@allng~~rofA.~y, Disa 
maximal Lyapunov scaling factor of A if and only if D-l is a sna~&d 
Lyapunov scaling factor of AT. 
InSection4wediscussblocktrkng&rmatriceswithsquarediagonal 
blocks. The observations of Section 3 are used here to prove that such a 
matrix is Lyapunov diagonally semistable if and only if the diagonal blocks 
are Lyapunov diagonaHy sen&able and the ranges of the offd@qonai blocks 
are contained irl the Lyapunov ranges of the d@~nal blocks. The latter 
condition is related to but somewhat stronger than the weak principal 
submatrix rank property, proven in [3] to be shared by all Lyapunov 
diagonally semistable matrices This result is then applied to prove tM a 
p x p block triang& matrix A is Lyapunov diagonally semist&e if and 
only if every 2x2 principal block subxz&rix of A is Lyapunov d@onally 
semistable. This theorem seems to have the potential of being ve::y useful in 
the study of reducible Lyapunov diagonally semi&able matriP es, since it 
reduces the problem of characterizing Lyapuuov diagox&y semistable 
mat&es with p diagmal blocks in the Frobenius normal form to the case 
p = 2. 
Some G the assertions proved in Section 4 are applied in Section 5 in a 
further of maximal Lyapunov scaling factors aud Lyapunov 
ranges. we shew that ? is a wal Lyapunov sc&ng factor of 
AifandonlyifDisadirectsiunoflnaximalLyapunovscalingfactorsofthe 
diagonal blocks, and a certain additional condition holds. Also, we show that 
the dimensiou of the Lyapunov mnge of A equals the sum of the dimensions 
of the Lyapurkov ranges of the diagoual blocks. We conclude the paper with 
some observations on the inclusion relations between the range of A and the 
Lyapunov range of A. 
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2. NOTATION AND NS 
This section contains most d the notation a d definitions to be used in 
the paper. 
NOTATION 2.1. For a pus&e integer n we denote by: 
(n) tb w (LS...,n}, 
R”thesetofallrealndimensional(column)vectors. 
NCSTATXIN 2.2. For a set a we denote by ial the dty of a. 
lhmrmm 2.3. Fm a -real number B we define the fimction signa by 
( 1, 
a>O, 
signa= -1, a<O; 
0, a=O. 
NOTATION 2.4. Let x E IP. We denote by supp(z) the support of x, that 
is,theset(iE (n):ri#O}. 
NOTATION 2.5. I& A ‘be an n x n mat& and let ir and j3 be nonempty 
substs ti (r;). We denote by: 
N(A) the m&pace (kernel) of A, 
Range(A) the range 08 A, 
Ranls(A)thefankof A, 
ml(A) the set of columns of A (as a submt of R”). 
A[alj31 the submatrix of A whose rows are hdexed by a and whxe 
columns are indexed by j?J in their nati orders 
We further denote 
A[a] = A[ala], 
A(a) = A[(n) \ a]. 
cmmtim 2.6. 
defined to have the value 1. 
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-ON 2.4. A m matrix is said to be a positiue dkzgor~l 
nut* if its diagonal entries are all pOsitiv& 
-ON 2.8 (see [3]). An ZL X 42 mati A is said to have the 
~~lstk&&z~~ifitsatisfies 
for all nonempty subsets a of (R). 
-ON 2.9 (see [3]). An n X n matdx A is said to have the tweak 
princilmr~~d~ifitsatisfi~ 
A[jja]=O =) A[alj] E RangeiAb]), 
A[alj]=O - A[jlalr~Ran&e(AblT) 
forall fE(n)~a,forallnonempty~~s aof (n). 
WON 2.10. 
(i) A~matrixAissaidtobeinF~~~~normal~ifAmaybe 
written in a block triangular form, whm the e blocks are irreducible 
square matrices. 
(ii) Let A and B be square matrices. The matrix B is said to be a 
Frobeni~~~l~~~AifBiginFrobeniusno~~fsmrrnandifthere 
exists a _permutation mat& P such that B=P%P (i.e., A and B are 
permu~tiody f3idlar). 
I~z~Y; 2.11. Observe that by Win&ion 2.10 the Frobenius normal 
form of a wm mat& A is unique up to permutation simikity, and so 
Frobenius normal forms of A have the same diagonal blacks up to permuta- 
tion similarity. 
3. MAXIMAL LYAPUEOV SCALING FKTORS 
s a summary of t&an properties of vector spaces and 
orthogonal complements that are going to bz :useki J L? t?.he cqu& n.e &t is 
given here for referen-, 
l?Ro&?osmoN (3.1). 
(i) LdtVand’Wbesubspacesofagivenuec~~. %m 
(ii) L&VaiadWhes&space,p&qhxxvect0rqmce.lh 
Fiange(CTj = N(Cj I. 
The following lemma is e=sentiaIly well known. A proof is provided for the 
sake of completeness. 
LEMM 3.2. Let A atu.I B b @the c~~~~tifi~& real tr&icm. Then 
(i) N(A + B) = N(A)n N(B), 
(ii) Range(A)+Range(B)=hnge4A + B). - . 
Pm05 (i): Since A, B and A + B me positive semidefinite, it follows 
that 
(3.3) x=N(Aj - x*k=O, 
(3&d) ?: E ,n?(B\ I +a x%.=0, 
(3.5) xcN(A+Bj - xT(A+ Bjr=O. 
Observe that 
0 .S) xT(A + B jx = X*AE -f x%x: 
(34 xT(A+B)r=O - rrAr=x 
Statement (i) now follows from (3,& @.Ls>; (3.5), and (3.7) 
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(ii): By statements (ij and (iii) of Proposition (34, our statement (i) 
implies (ii). w 
An interesting corollary of Lemma 3.2 is the following. 
COR-Y 3.8. Let A be a Lyapunm EZy semistable nzutrix, 
md let D, and DB be Lyupunm mzling j?usom ofA. If 
N( AC, + D,AT) n N( AD, + D,AT) = (01, 
Proof. Clearly, D, + De is a Lyapunov scaling f&or of A. Our claim 
follows by applying part (ij of Lemma 3.2 to the matrices AD1 i- D,AT and 
AD, + DsAT. = 
N~A~ON (39)+ Let A be a Lyap~nv diagonally semistable matrix, and 
bt B be a Lyap~ov &g factor of A. We denote the vector space 
Ran&AD + DAr) by V(D, A), and the vector space N(AD + DAT) by 
.W - ..4 : :r.\‘I, “,. 
THEOREM 3.10. L&A be a Lytqnmou diagonaUy SemistaMe mat&, a4 
let Do be a Lyapum scu&ng jizctm of A such that V(D,,, A) b of mmimul 
di-. lllen~eoeryLyQpunol,~lingEtctorVofA.we~~V(~,A) 
s V(D,, A). 
Proof. L& D0 be a Lyapunov scaling factor of A such that the dimen- 
sion of V(D,, A) is m&xx& and let D be any other Lyapunov scaling factor 
cf A. .!Issl~me t&at V(D, A)g V(D,,, A). Then thy dimension of IV = 
‘7 - b(D, -4:l+ V(DQ, A j is &reaQer than the dhension of V(D,, A). However9 by 
part (ii) of Lemma 3.2, W= V(D -f- D,, A j. Since obviously D + D9 is a 
Lyapaov scahg f9cW 9f & we now have a contradictio4il to the assump- 
tion that the dimension of V(D,, A) is rmximl. Therefore, our assumption 
that V(E, A)$& V(&, A) is faIse. is] 
Motivated by Theorem 3.10, we now define 
EWI~T:ON 3.11. Let A be a Lyapunov diagonally semistable matrix. A 
LF~~~EGV dhg factor D, of A is said to be nut%& if for wmy Lyapunov 
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scaling factor D of A we have V(D, A) G V(Doo A). The vector space 
V(D,, A j is called the Lyapuszoo .mmge Us A, and is denoted by VA. 
ProofT. Chu assertion follows from Theorem 3.10 by statements (ii) and 
(iii) of l?ropo&on 3.1. q 




2 1 3 . 2I 
The matrix A is Lyapunov diagonally semistable, since A + AT is positive 
semidefi&e. As is well known, Lyapunov diagonally stable matrices have 
positive p&x@al minors. Thus, simx A is &g&u, A is not Lyapunov 
diagonaEy stable, and hegce the dime&m of V(D* A), whenever D is a 
Lyapxmov &g factor of A, cannot acceed 2. Indeed, the matrix D= 
diag@,%J) is a Lyapm~w scakg factor of A, and since V(D,A)= 
((s, 15, v)~: x, y E R) is 2dimen&nal, it follows that D is a maximal 
Lyapunov scaling factor of A and that V(D, A) is the Lyapunov range of A. 
A~~other Lyapunov scaling factor of A is the identity matrix. Observe that 
V(I, A) = {(x, x, x)~: x E R} is a l-dimensional s&pace of V(D, A). Also, 
it is easy to ver%y that IYI( D, A) is contained in N(I, A). 
We co1~9ude the section with a few observations cm maximal Lyapunov 
sc&lg facton. 
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P~wosr~~o~ 3.15. Let A be a Lycqwou diagunaZZy semistabk! matrix, 
land Z&t QJ be a maximal Lytzgwnou scaling jkctor of A. lhm fix euery 
Lyapum scaling jhctor D of A the mutdx DO + D is a rrtu&naZ Lyapunm 
scaling j&ctor of A. 
Ptmf. By part (ii9 cd lemma 3.2 we hays V(DO, A9 E V(D, + D, A). By 
the maxima&y of the dimension of V(D,, A9 we have V(DO, &49 =V(D, + 
D, A). Our assertion now flows from Theorem 3.10. m 
COROIURY 3.16. Let A be c3 hyapumm diagonally stmWt&k m&ix. 
Then A has a unique (up to scab- muZtipZic~9 muximal Lyapum 
scaling j&tot if and only if A has a uniquiz Lyapuno~ scaling jbtur. 
The following lemma is essentially known. 
LEnsnaA 3.17. Let A be Q Lyapunou diagonaZZy sem&zbZe m&ix. If D 
b a Lyaptmm m&g Jfi&x of A, ther; D- 1 is o Lyapunm saZit2.g fw of 
AT. Fudumnom, thts diimm&m of V(D, A9 md’ V(D-I, AT9 me the amae. 
Pkx$ Let DbeaLyapunovscabgfactorof A.Thematrix B=AD+ 
DAT is pdtive semidefinite, and hence the matrix D’lBD-l = ATDW1+ 
D-‘AispasitivesemideEiniteandhas~samerankasB. m 
4. LYAWNOV IXAGONU, SEMISTABILITY OF BUXK 
TRIiWGULAB MATBICES 
In this section we apply the es& of *&e pm-&w section in order to 
characterize bck triangular matrices which are Lyapunov diagonally semi- 
stable. 
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PkJo$ obxsvethat 
x E V(D, A) = Range(AD + DA*) 
is equivalent to 
29 
D-lx E hnge( D-‘(AD -I- DA*)). 
Range( D-‘( AD + DA*)) = Range( D-‘( AD + DA*)D-‘) 
= Range[A*D-’ + D-IA] = V(D-‘, A*), 
our claim follows. 
Bvz$ 9%e assertion f&ws immediately from Lemma 4.1 =d Ctxob 
3.18, 8 
PROEKWTION 4.3. If the diugonal bbcks All,. . . , A,, are all Lgapmm 
diqpnaU~ se&t&k mat&a, and if 
P 
(4 5) . detB[fl] = 
i-1 
PKX$ Without loss of generality we assume that A is @en in an upper 
blo& triangular form. We prove our assertion by induction on p. For p = P 
there is nothing to prove. Assums our assertion holds for p <m, where 
m,> 1, and let p = m. Let p c (n), ad denote & = fl n Ui, i E (p). kt 
A- = A(a,). By the inductive assumption there exists a positive diagold 
matrix Da which is a direct sum of maximal Lyapunov scaling facto? 
Dl,.:, ?P_I of A,, ,..., Ap_l.p_l reqxctively, such that the matrix B 
=A II +D-A-=satisfies 
for every y E (n). Let DA, be a maximal Lyapunov scaling factor of A,. 
Clearly, Dp = cDAp is a maximal Lyapunov scaling factor of A,,whenever c 
isapo&ivescalar.Le& D, = De @D,,, and let EJC = AD, + D,AT. Distinw 
between two c&ses: 
(1) me matris SJ&J Q dngular fbr some f E (p). since B&J is 
positive semidefinite, it has the principal submatrix rank prop33 and hen- 
Now let t E (n), t Q ad. By (4.4) we have 
(4.6j A[a,lt] ~V”,,=Bange(B,[ai]) 
Also, by (4.4) we have 








A*pD-p . . . 
A Dfip 
P-LP 1 
B, = 1 A,,D*, + DapAT,,] . 
We have proven that for a given B G (nj, we have 
whenever c is sufficiently small. Since the number of subsets @ of (n) is 
finite, it follows that for c sufficiently small the matrix D = DC satisfies the 
lquired conditions. I 
The following theorem follows from Proposition 4.3. 
T~~omz~4.10. LetAbeamatrixinap~pb~kt&ngu&wjGnmwitJr 
squm diagmezl bkks All,. . . , A,,.. lknA is Lyapmwdiago&ly~- 
bLi,fondonE~~ftftemuPricesA~~,...,A,,~Ly~~d~y$~- 
b!c, md 
(4.11) ml( A,*) G VA,, 5 cd( A:j) E VA;j, i, jE(p), i+ j. 
Pm$ The “ip, direction follows from Proposition 4.3.. conversely, 
suppose that A is Lyapunov diago&knistable, and let D be a Lyapunov 
scaling factor of A. Then clearly the mat&es All,. . . , A,, are Lyapunov 
diagody sem&ttle. Furthexmore, we have D = D,@ l l l $ D,,, where Di is 
a Lyapunov scaling factor of Afir i E (p). Since AD + DA= is a pmitive 
semidefinite matrix, it has the principal submatrix rank property. Thus, since 
Aisinblocktriangularform,itfollowsthat 
(4.12) ml( Aii) E Vi, A,,) G VA,, i,jWO, i+ j, 
c~l( DjATj) c V( Djs Ajj), is jE(p), i# j- 
By Lemma 4.1 we now have 
(4.13) d(ATj) E V( D[‘, A:j) E V&s i, j+>s i# j- 
COROEURY 4.14. LRt A be a Lyapuruw diagonally mnistabk P-W& in 
a p x p bilk triang&zr_fk with squaw d@pnal blocks All,. . . , A,. Then 
f&&is a I.9 nw scczling factor D 01~ A which k a dir& sum o*f 
maximal Lyapwuw scaling factor of All,.. ., APP, such that t.he mat&z 
B= AD + DA’ satim (4.S) jk aq~ /3 E (n). 
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Bwofi By Theorem 4.10 the matrices Aii,. . . , A,, are Lyapunov diago- 
nally tile, and also A satisfies (4.11). Our assertion now follows fiba 
_Propositiou 4,3. !!I 
Iuthenext ~weshaIlshowthatttrematrixDwhoseexistenceis 
asserted in Proposition 4.3 and in Corollary 4.14 is a maximal Lyapunov 
scaliug factor of A. Also we shall show that the equality (4.5) holds for every 
ma&nal Lyapunov &ing factor z of A. _ 
An importaut corollary of Theorem 4.10 is the followiug. 
THEXB~EM 4.15. kt A be CL mui& in a p x p (-qper) block tingdar 
j&ma with sqwm diag& blocks All,. . . , Arp. IBen A b Lyapunou diugu- 
tatally sefn&zbh if and 4dy ifjbr mey i, jE (p), i < j, the nut& 
PToof. If A is Lyapunov diagonally semistable, then Aif is Lyapunov 
diagonally semistabl~~ being a principal submatrix of A. Conversely, if for 
every i, j E (p>, i *: f, the matrix Air is Lyapunov diagonally semistable, 
then the matrices Aii and Abd are Lyapunov diagonally semistable. Further- 
more, 1;j applying Theorem 4.10 to all such matrices Air we get (4.ii). It 
now follows from Theorem 4.10 that the matrix A is Lyapunov diagonally 
semistable. q 
It follows from Theorem 4.1.5 that the problem of characterizing Lyapunov 
diagonally se&stable matrias with p diagonal blocks in the Frobenius 
normal form can be reduced to the problem of characterizing Lyapunov 
diagonally semistable matrices with two diagonal blocks in the Frobenius 
normal form. This observation might be very useful in the investigation of 
reducible Lyapunov diagonally semistable matrices. 
5. FURTkfER PROPERTIES OF MAXIMAL LYAPIJNOV SCALING 
FACTORS AND LYAPUNOV I%A!!GES 
In this section we discuss several corollaries to our m u results, intro- 
duced in the previous section. We use Lemma (4.1) of [4], which is quoted 
here in a slightly different formulation. 
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LEMMAS.P. LetannXn A Ihim the pTMpa1 ,&a* #tank 
pmpefty, and let p1r*-=, co bf3 pu*e illqoint ?wnenlpty sets uch that 
4 
i=l 
PRoposmoru 5.3. L& A be a Lytqnmm diugomliy w&table matrix in 
a~xPblock~~witJcaqwrediaeoMZb~~A,,,...,A,,, and 
~DbeaLyapumwgcalingj?zctmofA.Then 
*(V(D, A)) IT f ~(V(D[q], A,,)). 
t-1 
Proof. Since 23 = AlI + DAT is a positive senkkfinite m&ix, it has the 
princi~ su”D mat& rank priqwty. Our &hi now hll~ws from Lemma 5.1. a 
FnoposmoN 5.4. Let A be a Lyapwum diagona@y senhfabk matrix in 
a p x p b&k &hg&w fhn ~wi& sqww diqgc~~l bkwks All,... r A,,. L& 
D be a Lyapunm sea j%ctutofA,andktB=AD+DAT.%n 
(5.5) h(V(D, A)) = i *(V(o[a,], A,,)) 
i-l 
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Fkwf. We first prove the “ 
holds for every @ E (n}. In view 
aim(V(D, A)) 2 i *(V(D[ai]s A,,)). 
i-l 
Let&~aibesuchthat B[j9i]isalargestno~sub~ofB[ai]. 
Obmrve that I&l = dim(V(D[a,], Aii)). Let fl be the subset of (n) su@h that 
B n a, = &, i E @>* BY was ~IBI is nonbgular, and thus indeed 
nim(V(DlA))=~(B)21#l= i Iflna,l= i dim(V(DIe,I,Aii)). 
i-1 i=l 
To prove the “only if” part let (5.5) hold. Let j? G (n). Since the matrix 
I3 ispositivesemkk&ite,itfolowsthatifB[j!l]is~then 8[fina,] 
is nonsinguk for every i E (p). Thezefom in order to prove (4.5), all we 
brwe~showistbatif8[8nrr,]isn~fw~~iE(P),tfienBC~] 
is nonsiqqk This Mows from (5.5) by Lemma 5.1. q 
R~su~c5.6. Weremarkth&theconditionthatAisinblock 
form can be removed from Propositions 5.3 and 5.4. These propositions are 
statedinthep~ntformtofitwitbtherestof~gaper. 
dim(v*) = i dim(V&). 
i-l 
Buo$ Proposition 5.3 yields that 
By Caztikry 4.14 and _Proposition 5.4 there exists a Lyapunov scakg factor 
DofAsuchthat 
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The folkWing well-known result (e.g. [ 11) now becomes an immediate 
ccnuaquence of Corollary 5.7. 
COROLLARY~.~~. LetAbeama~inapxpblocktriangularjhm 
with square diagcmal b?ucks API,. . . , A,,. Than A b Lyupum diagmal2y 
stable if and onZy if the mutdces AII,...,APP am Lyqnmm diagonally 
stablh 
Another interesting consequence of the above results is the following 
characterization of maxima Lyapunov scaling factors. 
TEUZOREM 5.11. L& A &z a &~MOU diagonaZiy sm&tab~ matrix in a 
pxpblockMangultrrfbnnloidrsqumediagrmrrlb~~A,,,...,A,,,afidb 
D be a Lyapunm scahgjizcto~ of A. ‘Thm D is a maximal Lyqmm scaling 
M-ofAif~only~fDl fl a isatimalLym&wfbctotofA,i, 
i~(p),andthematrixB=AD+DA~satisjles(4.5)jbrewy~~(n). 
proof. Suppose that D is a maximal Lyapunov scaling f&or of A. By 
Pcrqmition 5.3 and Corollary 5.7 we have 
(5.12) i dim(V’&) =aim(V(D, A)) I; i dh(V(D[ai], A,,))- 
i-l i-1 
Since we have dim(V(D[-~,], Ai&) s dim(VA,,) for every i E (p), it follows 
that (5.12) holds if and only if for every i E (p) we have dim(V(D[a,], AJ) 
= di@V,,,), which means that D[aJ is a maximal Lyapunov scaling factor 
of A,,. By Propositbn 5.4, the equality (4.5) is satisfied for every fl c (n). 
C~nvemdy~ suppose that D[aJ is a maximal Lyapunov scaling factor of 
A,$, i E (p), and that the matrix B = AUJ + DAT S&S&S (4.5) for every 
B E (n). By Proposition 5.4 we have 
dd(v(D, A jj = i dim(v,,,), 
i-1 
and by Corollary 5.7, D is 8 maximI Lyapunov scaling factor of A. q 
that in vim d Yhmmn 5.11, the matrix D whose existence is 
asserted in proposition 4.3 8nd in Coroky 4.14 is a ma+&& Lyqunov 
scaiing f&&or of A. 
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We remark that the cond?ion that D[cQ] is a maximal Lyapunov scaling 
factor of Afir i E (p), is not s~ufficient by itself to have D be a maximal 
Lyapunov scahng factor of A. This is demonstrated by the follawing example. 
EIXMMPLE 5.13. Let A be the upper triaq&r matrix 
Observe that the identity matrix of order 1 is a maximal Lyapunov scaling 
factor of both A,, and Ass. Nevertheless, the identity matrix of order 2 is not 
a maximal Lyapunov scaling factor of A. 
We also remark that Theorem 5.11 does not hold in general for matrices 
not in bkxk triangular form. Namely, if D is a maximal Lyapunov scaling 
factorofannxnmatnkAandifaisaproper~taf(n),thenD[a] 
need not be a maximal Lyapunov scaling factor of A[a], as demonstrated by 
the fo%Bving example. 
ExllMpLE 5.14. Let A be matrix 
1 012. 2 1 20 0 1  ,’ 
LAG observed Eia 121, the identityy matrix is a unique, and thus a maximal, 
Lyapunov scaling factor of A. However, since C = A[{1,2)] is Lyapunov 
diagonally stable, and since C + CT is sing*, Zt f&ws that the 2X2 
identity matrix is not a maximal Lyapunov scaEng factor of C. 
We continue with a lemma that is essentially observed in the proof of 
Theorem 4.35 in [3]. 
P&x$ By Lemma 6.6 in [2] we have 
(5.16) 
E-y statements (ii) and (iii) of Frupaaitin (3.l), our claim follows from (5.16). 
0 
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COROLLARY 5.17. Let A be a Lyapumw diagm& mnfstabk matrix. 
I?h VA c Range(A). 
Note that, by Corollary (5.17), the condition (4.11) is related to but 
somewhat stronger than the condition that is yielded by the weak principal 
submatrix rank property. The latter is prcbved in Theorem 4.35 of [3] to be 
shared by Lyapunov diagonally semistable matrices, and it yields that 
(5.18) 
However, if dim(V,,) = Rank(A,i), i E (p), then (5.18) and (4.11) are 
identical, and hence we have 
COROLLA~WY 5.19. Let A be a n& matrix in a p X p bkxk trim&w 
j?wm with sgu~e diagonal b&&s All,...,App. Sqqose that the diagonal 
bhxks am al2 Lyapwuw diugmally srnw&ie md that dim(VA, )= 
Rank(A,,), i E (p>. l%en A k Lyapwuw dhgmallg w&t&k if and u&y if 
A#UZSthWtWk~~~rmrk~. 
This observation raises the natural q&on of when we have the equality 
(5.20) VA = Range(A). 
Examples of such cases are the following: 
(1) Let A be an &reducible n X n M-matrix. Then, as is well known, 
Ra&(A) 2 n - 1. Observe that for a Lyapunov factor D of A, the 
matrix AD + DAT b adso an irreducible M-mat&. Hence, it follows that the 
2 n- 1. Furthermore, if A is nonsiqular, then A is Lyapunov 
stable and hence VA is ndimensional. Thus, it follows that (5.20) 
holds. 
(2) Let A be a= irreducible n x n H+-matrix. If A is nonsingular, thea by 
Theorem 3.19 in [3], A is Lyapunov diagonally stable. If A is singular, then 
I%upositiofi 3 nally semistabk Furthq by 
mma 3.20 in of A are nonssgular. 
Gz, by Tkxxem 4&$(v) )=n-l,andso(5.20) 
h&Is. In I-*W of this okrvation, Corollary (5.19), when applied to H+- 
matices, yields some of the implications of Theorem 4.14 in [3]. 
(3) Let A be a rank one Lyapunov diagonally semistable n x n 
We first prove that A must have a nonzero d@gonal element. Since 
rank One* there exist i,i E in j $uch t’aat aij # 0. if aii = Ojj = 0 &hen, since 
Rank(A) = 1, we have qi = 0. But then the principal minm d AD + DAY 
basedon {r,j) isnegativeforeverynonsingularreaMiagonalmatriz D,in 
ccmtradic~ to the Lyapunov diagonal semistability of A. Since A has a 
no~lzero diagonal element, it now follows that dim(&) = Ran!@(A) = 1, and 
thus we have (!uQ. 
(4) Let A be a positive semidefinite (symmetric) matrix. Then 1 is a 
Lygmov sc&qg fkct~r of A. Since V(1, A) = A)S it folks from 
(kolhuy 5.17 that (5.20) holds. 
However, (5.m) does not hc4d in general, as demonstrated by the matrix 
